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Mastering NginxPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written for experienced systems administrators and engineers, this book teaches you from scratch how to configure Nginx for any situation. Step-by-step instructions and real-world code snippets clarify even the most complex areas.


	Overview

	
		An in-depth configuration guide to help you understand how to best...
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Diabetes: Oxidative Stress and Dietary AntioxidantsAcademic Press, 2013

	Diabetes: Oxidative Stress and Dietary Antioxidants bridges the trans-disciplinary divide among diabetologists, endocrinologists, and nutritionists in understanding and treating diabetes. The book covers, in a single volume, the science of oxidative stress in diabetes and the potentially therapeutic use of natural antioxidants in the...
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Introduction to Electrical Circuit AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	A concise and original presentation of the fundamentals for ‘new to the subject’ electrical engineers


	This book has been written for students on electrical engineering courses who don’t necessarily possess prior knowledge of electrical circuits.  Based on the author’s own teaching experience, it...
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JavaScript Absolute Beginner's GuideQue, 2016

	JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide


	No experience necessary!


	 


	Make the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it...
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Using Samba, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Using Samba, Second Edition is a  comprehensive guide to Samba administration. This new  edition covers all versions of Samba from 2.0 to 2.2,  including selected features from an alpha version of 3.0, as  well as the SWAT graphical configuration tool. Updated for  Windows 2000, ME, and XP, the book also explores...
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Programming Excel with VBA and .NETO'Reilly, 2006
Why program Excel? For solving complex calculations and presenting results, Excel is amazingly complete with every imaginable feature already in place. But programming Excel isn't about adding new features as much as it's about combining existing features to solve particular problems. With a few modifications, you can transform...
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Windows Server 2003 Pocket AdministratorMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Twenty years ago, when most computers were mainframes
or minicomputers, operators and administrators had
scheduled, specific tasks they needed to perform on an
ongoing basis. Each time a task was performed, they had
to make note of the time and write their initials in a
logbook to demonstrate when the task was performed...
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Object Oriented Perl: A Comprehensive Guide to Concepts and Programming TechniquesManning Publications, 2000
Perl has always been a powerful and popular programming language, but with its new object capabilities, it can do even more. Written for anyone with a little Perl experience, Damian Conway's Object Oriented Perl provides an invaluable guide to virtually every aspect of object-oriented programming in Perl.
 The most notable thing about...
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Mobile Computing HandbookCRC Press, 2004
The debut of small, inexpensive, yet powerful portable computers has coincided with the exponential growth of the Internet, making it possible to access computing resources and information at nearly any location at almost any time. This new trend, mobile computing, is poised to become the main technology driver for a decade to come. There are many...
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Digital Signal ProcessingMcGraw-Hill, 2005
An up-to-the-minute textbook for junior/senior level signal processing courses and senior/graduate level digital filter design courses,  this text is supported by a DSP software package known as D-Filter which would enable students to interactively learn the fundamentals of DSP and digital-filter design.  The book includes a free license to...
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Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...
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